
Manifesting
Money & Magic!

Financial Frequency & Cosmic Insight
 

Present Manifesting Money + Magic
 

A collective gathering of business leaders, metaphysical experts,
holistic healers and crypto experts who are passionate about living
a balanced and fulfilling life!

When:  Thursday, 11/11 2:00 - 8:00 PM
Where: Steel Tie Spirits Co

1615 Clare Ave, Unit A, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
 

Details coming soon!

We are looking for vendors that would like to have a table to
promote your business, metaphysical services, holistic healing
methods or sell your products! If you are interested in having a
table, e-mail Jill @ jdisalvo@d-acpa.com.

 
 
 
 



Basic Cleaning
Deep Cleaning
Sanitation & More!

This week, I am so excited to featured Gentle Touch Cleaning
Services! Alkeita provides professional cleaning services for
Residential and Commercial Properties. They offer affordable
pricing starting at $50 including the following:

Call or e-mail today for a FREE Consultation!
561-708-2016 

cleaningservices.gentletouch@gmail.com

BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Cyberbullying
Online Predators
Suicidal Ideation 
Self- Harm
Sextortion
Depression
Violence
& More

As the majority of you know, I am a single mom
to two - Ryan is 14 and Jayden is now 12. I feel
that trying to monitor our kids social media usage,
screen time and keeping them safe online is a full
time job so felt compared to share this
documentary with you. 

I just finished watching Childhood 2.0 and highly
recommend it for anyone who wants to better
understand the world our children are navigating
as they grow up in the digital age. It features
actual parents and kids as well as industry experts
in child safety and development. This documentary
dives into the real-life issues facing kids today
including the following topics:

If your kids are anything like mine, they are way
smarter than me with technology. The struggle is
definitely real and with rise in depression and
suicide in tweens and teens, I hope that this Mom
Moment helps at least one of you
#ItTakesAVillage 

MOM MOMENT

To learn more, visit
https://www.childhood2movie.com/

Or join the Parenting in a Tech World online
community on Facebook - CLICK HERE

They also have an informative Podcast -
The Horrors and Long Term Impact of Social
Media on Children CLICK HERE

For a link to the trailer WATCH NOW

The documentary website has a great
Handbook for Raising Kids in a Digital Age
and I highly recommend that if you have
kids that have access to electronics, that
you check it out!

CLICK HERE for the Handbook! 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/parentinggeeks
http://podcast.wellevatr.com/the-horrors-and-long-term-impact-of-social-media-on-children
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ucrDBe8v1q4
https://mcusercontent.com/a594c6f8d80f1aaa768fb50c1/files/537636f3-1a7b-417d-ab30-9ebe555435ad/Handbook_Raising_Kids_Digital_Age_Childhood2.0_1_.pdf


IMPORTANT DEADLINES

October 15th
Extension deadline for Corporate & Personal 

Tax Returns
***IN ORDER TO COMPLETE YOUR PERSONAL RETURN IN TIME, PLEASE SEND ALL DOCUMENTS TO US
PRIOR TO 10/1/21

BECOME AN AURA READING
APPRENTICE!!!

This is an opportunity of a lifetime for the right
person(s)! Learn how to read auras from the Master,
Hattie Parker! Hattie is looking to train the right
individual(s) how to utilize the Biopulsar-
Reflexograph to read auras and help people to see
where they may have chakra blockages.. Hattie has
over 18 years of experience doing in person and
virtual auras. We are looking for the perfect
candidates to help read auras to help individuals to
literally see their energy. 

Contact Hattie today to learn how to become an aura
apprentice @ Hattie@hattieparker.com

PPP FORGIVENESS

Need assistance with applying for PPP Forgiveness?
Our office is assisting clients with applying for Round 1 & Round 2 of the PPP Forgiveness. Due
to increased security measures, we will need a 15 minute phone call with you to start the
process. Click this link: https://calendly.com/tbunchuk/ to schedule a conference call with Tina
so she can assist you with the PPP forgiveness application. Before your appointment, we request
that you complete the credit card authorization for the $150 Application Fee. CLICK HERE

October 1st

SIMPE IRA - The deadline for setting up a new SIMPLE IRA plan is October 1st
Safe Harbor 401(k) Plan - The deadline for establishing a Safe Harbor 401(k) is October 1st

https://calendly.com/tbunchuk/
https://cp1.cpasitesolutions.com/~disalvof/images/Credit%20Card%20Authorization%20Form.pdf


WITH ASTROLOGER & NUMBEROLOGIST HATTIE PARKER, MS,ED
 

A CRYPTO PRIMER: EARTHBOUND AND CELESTIAL NEWS AND VIEWS

GET YOUR COSMIC CRYPTO MOJO ON
DOLPHINES & CRYPTO - COSMIC CONNECTORS

A Cosmic Alert: The Astrological Forecast for Feb. 2022

In February of 2022 momentous planetary alignments will occur. First (2/18/2022),
the planet Neptune, the ruler of water and the oceans, will be positioned to be directly
opposite the location of Neptune in the birth chart of the US. Then very soon after
(2/20/2022) Pluto, the planet of power and transformation will be positioned to be in
the same place it was on July 4, 1776. This latter event is known as a Pluto Return.
These events are rare and noteworthy. The Neptune event happens only once every
165 years and the Pluto event only every 250 years. They are astrological influences on
world events. They do not ever happen to individuals because we do not live long
enough. 

However, although these astro happenings are about world events, we as individuals,
who are invisibly connected to each other (all is one), will be heavily influenced by their
impact. As the US is a world super power these momentous happenings will influence
everyone worldwide. An “opposition” as is happening with Neptune, is a tug of war and
Pluto destroys to make room for new growth. Both events are disruptors. The US
Astrology chart reveals that Neptune is in the 9th House that rules Spirituality and Pluto
is in the 2nd House that rules Resources and Money.

Pluto and Money:  

Pluto has been at work undoing our existing relationship to money ever since it entered
the sign of Capricorn in January of 2008. Capricorn is the ruler of big business, money
and government. As and example of the precision in the way that astrology delivers, on
the very day Pluto first entered Capricorn Bernie Madoff turned himself into
government agents. Huge changes have been happening in the realm of money
management. One new trend is the emergence of cryptocurrency as a new financial
horizon. We will be exploring this content at the up coming November 11 event that is
discussed in this Newsletter. 

Current Astro Trends: 

Monday (9/20/21) there is a Full Moon in Pisces, the sign of optimism and hope. At the
same time Jupiter the planet of luck is giving positive energy to Mercury the planet of
the mind. You should be able to effectively make plans that reflect optimsm. Enjoy.                 
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Help, Hope, and Happiness

Dolphins: Universal Water Helpers I return from
my lovely R&R trip to the Bahamas to interact
with wild dolphins feeling as sense of relieve
for the world. I delightfully gained a very real
felt sense that these pods of highly evolved
beings, that exist in the oceans everywhere,
have for centuries and are still now day-in-
and-day-out crisscrossing the vast ocean
component of the world laying down an
energetic net of peace on earth. 

An Opportunity to Be Part of the
Expression of Help, Hope and Happiness: 

Jil l and I are in the process of organizing a
wild dolphin trip September 25 – October
1, 2022. It will be, for those interested, a
culminating experience to conclude a year
long program of Adventures in
Transformation: Financial Frequency,
Cosmic Insight, Abundance and Magic.
Details coming soon. At this juncture the
host company (www.WildQuest.com) is
asking us to determine if we have
sufficient potential interest to reserve
their facilities for our group as a stand
alone. If this idea tweaks your interest it
would now be helpful to know (no binding
commitments are being asked for at this
time). Please send an e-mail to
jdisalvo@d-acpa.com with the subject line
Yes to Transformation and Wild Dolphins.

Funny Fun Halloween: Cosmic Team Building
Office/Costume Party Idea (This would work for a
virtual or an in person gathering) Looking to do
something different for Halloween? Suggestion: Have
your staff share with me their birth data (date, time,
and location of birth -- ok if time is not known) and
I will identify for each person the zodiac sign and
personality characteristics of the sign that appears
on the cusp of the 12th house of each person’s
astrology chart. This house and its related sign is
associated with mysteries (including but not limited
to past lives). Then challenge everyone to come up
with a costume to fit their newly discovered past life
information. At the party you can have a contest for
the most original and most accurate etc. etc. For
more information or discuss how to customize this
to fit your team contact me at (732) 859-2134 or
CosmicSavvy@gmail.com. More about me at
www.hattieparker.com.

mailto:jdisalvo@d-acpa.com
mailto:CosmicSavvy@gmail.com
http://www.hattieparker.com/

